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Dear Member,
The focus upon climate, sustainability and the future for Ireland
in this global dilemma has been to the forefront of all media
coverage.
Changes, serious, significant and costly are being
proposed that, for a very great many, are now adding to the
concerns of already struggling consumers of goods and
services. You would be forgiven for considering that we are
being ignored or even rebuked in our ongoing struggle to make
a life and pay our way.
Paying is what consumers do best. Income tax, Value
Added Tax, Carbon Tax, Motor Tax, Property Tax is paid, on a
daily, weekly, monthly and annual basis. What is left is invested
in family, home, security, health and all of the goods and services
needed to exist.
That certain of these must change is accepted.
That the change is dictated with little detail or even
acknowledgement of the costs to the consuming citizen and,
especially, the manner and means through which that person
will be funded - in terms of additional supports and/or reduced
taxation - is as clear as mud.

That is neither fair, appropriate nor considerate of
the much-needed encouragement essential to introducing
sustainable change. Every change manager will tell you that it is
key that you engage with people and help them to understand
not just the need for but the manner of planned change and
their role in it. If you do not do so, invariably, they respond by
resisting it.
The expression to get ‘on your bike’, as used by
our nearest neighbours, suggests that the person to whom
it is addressed should rethink their actions in terms of
reasonableness, consideration for others and, in some cases,
blatant disregard for the reality of the proposed action.
It holds a different meaning here in Ireland where enormous
contributions have been reduced to a rebuke.
Indeed, it is time for change.

Dermott Jewell
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Containing Cannabis

The Food Safety Authority of
Ireland has highlighted the health
risks associated with jelly sweets
containing cannabis for children
and teenagers.

Looking for a helping hand in the
kitchen? Eight great Choice Buy
food processors and mixers have
the recipe for success.
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22 Tablet PCs

Buyer Beware - Online
Shoppers Need To Be On
Their Guard

With 22 tablets on test at all price
points, there is a device to suit
every member of the household.

As we enter the festive buying
season, Consumer Choice urges
consumers to stay vigilant when
shopping online.
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News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

NEWS BRIEFS

Big, Big Big School

The amalgamation of the Institute of Technology Sligo (IT
Sligo), Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology (GMIT) and
the Letterkenny Institute of Technology (LYIT) to become
Ireland’s next technological university (TU) has just received
ministerial approval for its establishment in early 2022.
The TU will serve the west and north-west of
Ireland and will establish engagement for the Connacht-Ulster
Alliance (CUA) group. This group has long been campaigning for the TU designation on behalf of the three institutes
of technology, citing evidence of strong links with businesses,
the community, local interests and other stakeholders in the
region. The university will have oversight of eight campuses,
from north Donegal to south Galway and will offer in excess
of 500 academic programmes from pre-degree to doctoral
level. The expected student population will be in or near
20,000, who will be supported by over 2,000 staff. There
is important and essential opportunity here to build upon
existing partnerships and collaborations for structured crossborder economic, social and cultural opportunities. Forward
thinking!

G-Whiz
As of November 1st, the good people at Eir have been providing a
free upgrade to its 5G network to all current prepay and contract Eir
mobile plan customers. The downside is that the consumers who use
the budget GoMo plan will not have such goodwill extended to them.
The Eir 5G network has been in planning and construction since 2019,
and it is now stated to be available in 352 towns and cities around the
country. A key upside to the 5G network access is that it is available
for roaming in 22 countries across the EU, Asia, Canada and the Middle
East. Planning is in motion to extend this to include the US and UK in
the coming year. The 5G network is up to ten times faster than good
old 4G. We will watch with interest how consumers fare with the new
offering and, notably, in all offerings in terms of customer service and
dispute resolution for which this company holds a special place in our
hearts and experience.

GIVING IT AWAY - ALMOST……..
The much-awaited detail of offerings for Black Friday have begun to emerge
in the US with Macy’s leading the charge with the news that it will be offering
big savings and discounts – despite all things Covid. For months, industry analysts have been cautious and negative in expectation, flagging that discounts
would be hard to find this year. This store has put that to bed and released its
first batch of sale items on November 3rd. It has to be said too that the prices
and discounts advertised are impressive with reductions ranging from 40% to
90% on some high-end clothing. It has been bold in its advertising but that is
to be expected and is likely what we will see (although not likely in the same
level of discounting) emulated here at home. However, the reality remains
that there are very significant and ongoing supply chain constraints. The majority of clothing is manufactured overseas and the problems of transportation
and shipping, not to mention massively inflated costs, are well known. This is
why we are hearing so much of the call to shop early for Christmas. But then,
they would say that!
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Technically Possible, Decidedly Scary
In terms of all things digital, the dangers are well flagged and
highlighted with increasing and worrying regularity. Recently,
a cybersecurity company researcher, who tracks malware and
spyware challenges, unexpectedly discovered that Google
Play could be altered to allow a user to track someone else’s
movements - without installing spyware. Spyware stalker apps are
a growing concern and this feature raised alarm. The researcher
had legitimately installed an app on his wife’s phone and needed
to log into his Google account, on his wife’s phone, to activate the
app for her. Sometime later, on his own phone, Google Maps was
showing him places he was near but had never actually visited. He

subsequently learned that his Google account was added to his
wife’s phone account, enabling him to track her whereabouts. This
is considered tech-enabled abuse, where the design of a legitimate
technology can lead to intentional and malicious misuse. More
to the point, this system flaw could be particularly dangerous for
the reason that it requires very little technological knowledge to
engage it – all that is needed is access to another person’s phone.
The good news is that, if you have a concern of any kind, on your
phone go to: Settings > Accounts and Backups > Manage Accounts.
There you will see what accounts are listed and remove any that
should not be there.

TOYING WITH REGULATION?
It is worth noting that, especially as we near Christmas and Santa has a focus to children and
toys, there is an ongoing review of the Toy Safety Directive by the European Commission. This
is a highly important area for the health and safety of our youngest and most vulnerable consumers and so it must always hold a priority of place in regulation. There remains to be a call for a
reduction of exposure to harmful chemicals through further strengthening of the existing chemical
limits allowed. Labelling improvements to inform parents are also under key consideration. The
General Product Safety Regulation proposals and, notably the focus from ANEC experts and
BEUC members, will bring urgently needed enhancement. Of course, realistically, it is market
surveillance and enforcement capacity that will determine the effect and value of all provisions.
And then comes compliance. It is here that the capacity and co-operation in enforcement must be
sufficiently supported and resourced. Not to do so weakens the provisions, lowers the compliance
and puts children at risk.

				
Climate Inequality – Needs Change!
November has seen a global focus to the ways and means of
tackling climate change. This, essentially, demands that, to
make the substantial changes that are stated to be warranted,
encouragements, of every kind possible, will need to be offered to citizens and consumers to engage to ensure future
sustainability and lifestyle. In just one area, in the US there is,
of necessity, a focused approach to put real money behind the
goal to move consumers into electric cars and vehicles (EVs).
Tax credits are the means through which the Biden administration hopes to bring some focus to do this and, specifically, by
increasing the EV tax credits from $7,500 (€6,050) to $12,500
(€10,800). This is not going to tackle affordability to a great
degree in a country so vast but it is a considered start, on
what has been described as a focus upon middle-class ‘buy-in’
that could bring some valuable return for the investment. The
credit is part of a $555 (€480) billion fund designated to tackle
climate change, through which, it has been stated, the best
way to do that is to “deliver substantial consumer rebates and
ensure middle-class families save money as they shift to clean
energy and electrification”. Now, there are obvious problems
with this that are too deep to go into here in a short news segment. But they do include a focus only to a certain segment
of the population and also the fact that, to avail of the credit,
the vehicle must be manufactured in the US and built by union
workers. I leave it there.
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
News
Guidance on plant-based fermented beverages
The popularity of unpasteurised plantbased fermented beverages, such as
kombucha, kefir and ginger soda, has grown
significantly in recent years and the Food
Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) has issued
new guidance for producers to ensure that
their products are safe for consumers to
drink. The guidance follows survey findings
that identified a problem with the alcohol
content of a number of these products
available on the Irish market. During the
production of plant-based fermented
beverages, bacteria and yeast ferment
sugar to create by-products such as acid
and alcohol and, as many of these drinks
are sold as unpasteurised beverages, some
ongoing fermentation can occur during
handling and storage. EU regulations
require that the alcohol content of food
products containing more than 1.2% alcohol
by volume must be indicated on the labelling
so that consumers know what they are
buying. Products that do not comply with
these labelling requirements can pose
a risk to vulnerable consumers, such as
pregnant or breastfeeding women or those
with underlying health conditions, as they
could unknowingly be consuming alcohol.

In addition, alcohol consumption may be
against the religious or cultural beliefs of
some people and for some professions,
such as airline pilots or certain categories
of licensed vehicle drivers and machine
operators, that require that concentrations
of blood alcohol are kept to very low levels,
inadvertent consumption of any level of
alcohol can jeopardise public safety and
potentially their jobs and livelihoods.
		
In its survey, the FSAI examined
a representative sample of 32 plant-based
fermented beverages on sale in Ireland
to assess the level of compliance with EU
and Irish food labelling and health claims
legislation. Among the findings were the
following:
• Four of the 32 samples analysed had
undeclared alcohol at concentrations above
the labelling threshold of 1.2% by volume.
The levels measured ranged between 1.5%
and 3.9%.
• Out of the 32 products, 29 or 91% featured
unauthorised nutrition and/or health claims,
including terms such as “full of goodness” or
“contains live cultures”.

• Three-quarters of the products - that is, 24
out of 32 - were missing mandatory labelling
information such as address of producer,
list of ingredients and best-before or use-by
dates.
		
Many of the fermented plantbased beverages on sale in Ireland are
produced by relatively small-scale artisanal
food businesses using a range of production
methods and materials as well as different
storage and sales conditions, which can
all have a significant impact on the quality
and safety of the final product. With this
in mind, the FSAI has developed guidance
for manufacturers to help them achieve the
consistent production and the safe storage,
handling and transportation of these
beverages and to ensure that their labelling
is accurate and in line with legislation on
making nutrition claims. As FSAI Chief
Executive Dr Pamela Byrne notes, proper
food labelling provides consumers with
important information on the properties,
ingredients, nature and characteristics of
prepacked food to enable them to make
informed food purchasing decisions.

Potential health impact of road traffic noise
Road traffic noise is a common feature
of daily life for many of us, especially in
urban areas and cities, and recent Irish
research has considered whether exposure
to road traffic noise might be associated
with reduced cognitive functioning in older
adults. Alongside increasing urbanisation,
population exposure to road traffic noise
is growing across Europe, and previous
research has found that exposure to
noise can have negative impacts on many
aspects of health. In a recent study by the
Economic and Social Research Institute
(ESRI), findings indicate that long-term
exposure to road traffic noise may be
negatively associated with executive
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function - which is the cognitive process
that organises thoughts, decision-making
and behaviour - in a sample of older adults.
		
The study combined data on
estimated exposure to noise originating
from road traffic in homes in Dublin
and Cork with data on health, sociodemographics and behaviour for 1,706
individuals aged 54 years and over in the
two cities from the Irish Longitudinal Study
on Aging (TILDA). Researchers found some
evidence that road traffic noise exposure
was negatively associated with executive
function, as measured by the Animal
Naming Test, in which respondents name
as many animals as they can in one minute.

Respondents whose residences had the
highest levels of noise exposure achieved
significantly lower scores on the Animal
Naming Test than other respondents.
However, further analysis suggested that
this association between noise exposure
and executive function may be accounted
for by exposure to higher levels of air
pollution. Further research into this area
is needed to help inform public policy
decisions, including elements of urban
planning and traffic management, and
to determine the potential implications
of exposure to noise and how it relates to
different aspects of public health.

November 2021

MONEY NEWS

Money News
Increase to the
National Minimum
Wage
The 30-cent increase to the National Minimum Wage hourly rate
announced on 12th October 2021 as part of Budget 2022 will
see an estimated 135,000 people across the country receiving
a boost to their wages. The new rate of €10.50 an hour will take
effect on 1st January 2022 and represents an increase of just
under 3% on the current National Minimum Wage of €10.20 an
hour. The increase had been recommended by the Low Pay
Commission, which contracts independent research on the
labour market and low pay in Ireland and advises government
on setting a minimum wage that is fair and sustainable. The
goal is to adjust the minimum wage to assist as many low-paid
workers as possible without harming overall employment or
competitiveness. The increase moves Ireland from having
the third highest nominal minimum wage rate of the 21 EU
member states that have national minimum wages to having the
second highest - though, when adjusted for purchasing power
standards, Ireland’s rate was 6th in the rankings in 2021.
		
Workers aged 20 and over will receive the full National
Minimum Wage, while younger employees in their teens will get
a corresponding increase in their pay, as they are entitled to a
percentage of the full minimum wage rate. See the table below
for the minimum wage rates for the different age groups.
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Money News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

“The minimum wage increase is aimed
at going some way toward protecting
the country’s lowest paid workers from
the rising cost of living.”

TABLE: NATIONAL MINIMUM WAGE – RATES WITH
EFFECT FROM 1ST JANUARY 2022
Minimum hourly rate of pay

% of National Minimum Wage

Aged 20 and over

€10.50

100%

Aged 19

€9.45

90%

Aged 18

€8.40

80%

Aged under 18

€7.35

70%

		
Along with other measures in Budget 2022, the minimum
wage increase is aimed at going some way toward protecting the
country’s lowest paid workers from the rising cost of living. The
Budget also increased the Universal Social Charge (USC) threshold
for moving from the 2% band to the 4.5% band to ensure that the
salary of a full-time worker on the minimum wage will still remain
outside the higher rates of USC. Similarly, the weekly income
threshold for the higher rate of employer’s PRSI will be raised
from €398 to €410 to ensure that there is no incentive to reduce
the working hours for a full-time employee earning the increased
minimum wage. An upcoming report from the Low Pay Commission
will tackle long-standing anomalies in the PRSI system, including
where employers are discouraged from increasing pay due to a
consequent increase in employer’s PRSI and where workers can end
up worse off following a pay increase as all of their income becomes
liable for employee’s PRSI once they exceed a certain threshold,
whereas before it had been exempt. Although the effects of these
anomalies can be mitigated by short-term workarounds, such as the
introduction of the PRSI credit and the annual increase in the PRSI
threshold, a comprehensive solution is needed.

November 2021

New draft legislation on tips and gratuities
Legislation is being drafted that will give employees

clarity for both customers and staff. A key element of

worker’s role in service delivery, customs and practice.

legal rights and protections in relation to tips and

the new legislation will be to give employees a legal

Moreover, card payments generate an electronic record,

gratuities. New requirements under the Payment

entitlement to receive tips and gratuities paid by credit

which can help to support and facilitate any inspections

of Wages (Amendment) (Tips and Gratuities) Bill will

or debit card. In contrast to cash tips that are given

by the Workplace Relations Committee in cases where a

ensure that any tips received cannot be included in the

to the worker directly, tips that are paid by electronic

complaint is made.

calculation of an employee’s basic contractual rates

means, such as card payments, are under the control of

		

of pay and instead they must be counted as additional

the employer and the Bill will require that all electronic

rights that the government is introducing to protect

and separate. In addition, employers will have to clearly

tips must be distributed in a fair, transparent and

workers, including the Sick Leave Bill, the Transparent

display their policy on how both card and cash tips,

equitable way. Distribution is likely to take into account

and Predictable Working Conditions Directive and the

gratuities and service charges are distributed, providing

such factors as staff hours, busy and quiet periods, the

right to request remote work.  

The Bill builds on the collection of legal

Refunds to Tesco Mobile customers
In October 2021, Tesco Mobile Ireland announced that it
would refund a total of €388,000 to 27,500 customers who
were incorrectly charged with ‘post-cancellation’ fees. On
its own initiative, Tesco Mobile undertook a review of its
billing system to see if its customers were being charged
for services beyond the cancellation of their contract. The
company informed the Commission for Communications
Regulation (ComReg) of the review findings and its intention
to refund all of the 27,500 affected customers.
		
Tesco Mobile customers who have been
incorrectly charged will be contacted by email to advise
them of their refund amount and a unique PDF document
will be attached, which they can present to a Payzone retailer
in order to claim the refund in cash. The customer will have
90 days to claim the refund. ComReg says it will continue to
monitor compliance on the issue and will take enforcement
action if necessary.
		
Post-cancellation charges are not permitted
under the Communications Regulation Act 2002 and Tesco’s
review came in the wake of a ComReg investigation in
December 2020 into Virgin Media Ireland Limited and its
then practice of charging customers for a service beyond the
cancellation of their contract. ComReg noted that during a
customer’s final month on contract with Virgin Media, they
would receive a bill as normal, which could include monthly
recurring charges that extended beyond the cancellation

date and that the company collected as part of that bill. At
that time, instead of proactively refunding customers the
post-cancellation charges, Virgin Media kept the money
as credits on inactive accounts and only issued a refund
if a customer requested it. On foot of ComReg’s findings,
Virgin Media agreed to refund €3 million to over 100,000
customers.
		
As the regulator for the telecommunications
sector, ComReg can help consumers who have issues with
their phone or broadband service providers that are not
being resolved. Consumers should first go through their
service provider’s formal complaint process and if their
complaint remains unresolved after ten working days,
they can request ComReg’s assistance. Similarly, where
the consumer has repeatedly tried to contact their service
provider to make a formal complaint without success,
ComReg may intervene with the service provider on the
consumer’s behalf. Where appropriate, ComReg will escalate
a consumer complaint formally with the service provider,
actively monitor the progress of the complaint, ensure
regular updates from the service provider and review the
service provider’s resolution of the complaint in the context
of its regulatory obligations. Consumers can contact
ComReg’s customer care team by phone on 01 8049668,
by email at consumerline@comreg.ie or through an online
complaint form on the organisation’s website, comreg.ie.

Old money for new
If you have a stash of old Irish punts or coins or a
wad of damaged euro notes or coins sitting in a
drawer at home, the good news is that you can
apply to the Central Bank to exchange them. In
keeping with public health guidelines due to
Covid-19, you will have to book an appointment
in advance to make the exchange in person at
the Central Bank’s public office. Alternatively, you
can submit your application by registered post
or, in some cases, you may be able to apply to
exchange old or damaged money via your local
bank branch.
		
The Central Bank will exchange old or
damaged IR£ pounds and coins at an exchange
rate of IR£1 to €1.269738. Similarly, you can apply
to have damaged euro banknotes and coins
replaced. The Central Bank will not exchange
foreign currency or, unsurprisingly, counterfeit or
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forged money. Examples of damaged banknotes
that can be exchanged or replaced include those
that are partially burnt, cut or decomposed and
banknotes that have brief written sentences,
numbers or notes on them will be accepted for
exchange. Certain conditions will apply, however.
The banknotes and coins should be presented
in such a way that they can be identified and
verified, so applicants should try to reconstruct
any damaged banknotes as best they can before
submitting them. Moreover, the Central Bank will
refuse an application if you submit less than half
of a banknote for exchange and do not provide
evidence that the missing parts have been
destroyed.
		
To make an application, you will need
to complete the relevant application form. There
are separate forms for IR£ pound and € euro

banknotes and coins. On these forms, you will be
required to provide information on the source of
the funds and to prove your ownership of them
as well as details of when, where and how the
damage occurred. Supporting documents may
also be required depending on the value of the
exchange. Once submitted, the application will
be processed by the Central Bank, which in some
circumstances may involve sending the notes or
coins for testing or engaging with the Office of
Revenue Commissioners, An Garda Síochána and
other competent authorities. If the application
is successful, a bank transfer of funds will be
arranged. If the application is refused, a letter
will be sent outlining the reasons why and those
who are unhappy with the decision can lodge a
complaint. Further information can be found at
centralbank.ie.
November
November2021
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Product/Tech News
Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Hundreds of unidentified chemicals in e-cigarettes
A first-of-its-kind study at John Hopkins University in the US has
found traces of hundreds of unidentified chemicals in electronic
cigarette vaping liquids and aerosols, along with some known
and potentially harmful compounds. There has been extensive
research comparing e-cigarette aerosols with traditional
cigarettes that has concluded that cigarette contaminants are far
lower in e-cigarettes. However, the problem is that e-cigarette
aerosols contain other completely unknown chemicals that
may have health risks that have not yet been identified and so
consumers do not know what they are being exposed to. The new
research is the first to carry out a comprehensive, non-targeted
analysis of all potential compounds contained in vape liquids and
aerosols.
		
Testing was conducted on four popular tobaccoflavoured vape liquids and on the aerosols created by four
common e-cigarette devices - one tank, one disposable and two
pods. A staggering 2,000 different chemical compounds were
uncovered, most of which were unidentified. Out of the chemicals
that researchers could identify, six were potentially harmful
compounds that include two flavourings linked to respiratory
irritation, three industrial chemicals and one pesticide.
Surprisingly, two of the vape liquids contained caffeine even

though they were tobacco-flavoured rather than chocolate- or
coffee-flavoured. The study’s lead author suggests that such
products may be giving users “an extra kick that is not disclosed”
and this begs the question if manufacturers are adding caffeine
intentionally. A recent Australian study similarly analysed 65
vape liquids and found that every sample tested contained
at least one kind of potentially harmful chemical and that six
samples had traces of nicotine despite the manufacturers’ claim
that the products were nicotine-free.
		
These studies are focused on looking for chemicals in
e-cigarettes rather than investigating whether the presence of
these chemicals directly cause harm for users or whether they
are present in sufficiently large quantities to be a health risk.
However, the US study does highlight how little is known about
the chemicals being used in e-cigarettes, which are regularly
marketed as a ‘healthy’ alternative to smoking. Given that
consumers are inhaling a very complex mixture of chemicals
when they vape and that many of these compounds are
unidentified, the study concludes that the marketing claim that
vaping is a healthier option than smoking cigarettes is not yet
proven.

Countdown for non-geographic numbers
The phone numbers consumers use to contact vital services - such as helplines, public services and banking facilities - are set to get easier to
understand. In the past, non-geographic numbers (NGNs) - such as those beginning with 1800, 1890, 0818, 076 and 1850 - were the cause of some
confusion as consumers struggled to understand the differences between them and the sometimes-significant costs involved. Since 2018, the
Commission for Communications Regulation (ComReg) has been working to improve the NGN platform, with measures introduced in 2019 that reset
tariffs and reduced NGN calling costs for consumers. Now the final step in the process is approaching, with the simplification of the NGN platform
from five number ranges to just two. By 31st December 2021, all 1850, 1890, and 076 numbers will be withdrawn and from 1st January 2022 only the
1800 Freephone and the 0818 Standard Rate NGNs will remain in operation.
		
The streamlining of the NGN ranges offers greater clarity on cost for consumers. For callers, all 1800 numbers are free of charge, while
calls to 0818 numbers are included in customer call bundles that include landline calls or, out of bundle, the calls are charged at the standard
rate, which is no more than the cost of calling a landline. ComReg notes that the cost for organisations of maintaining 1800 numbers has reduced
significantly since new wholesale charges were introduced in 2020 and that there is generally no per-call cost to an organisation for receiving an
0818 call. ComReg has urged organisations using the soon-to-be-defunct 1850, 1890 and 076 NGNs to make the switch to their new NGN as soon
as possible to give sufficient time for them to properly communicate the change to their customers.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland and
their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Keeping a lid on it
Under future EU rules, plastic bottle tops will need
to remain connected to the bottle itself and one Irish
company has embraced the challenge well ahead of
the July 2024 deadline. As part of the EU’s Single-Use
Plastic Directive, a wide-ranging set of regulations
aimed at reducing plastic waste and tackling pollution,
beverage containers holding up to three litres that
have plastic lids or caps will be allowed to be sold in
the market only if the lids or caps stay attached to
the container during its usage period. The ‘tethering’
regulation recognises that, due to their current design
and small size, bottle tops are a major cause of plastic
litter found on beaches, with estimates indicating that
they account for 10% of all plastic waste on EU coasts.
These small items constitute a swallowing and choking
risk for seabirds and marine mammals and they also
represent a lost source of recyclable material. Often,
the recyclable tops may be discarded even when the
bottle itself is disposed of responsibly in a recycling
bin. As a result, manufacturers will need to work out
how to keep caps attached to bottles via a plastic strip,
ring or some other mechanism.

		
Although manufacturers have another three
years before the regulation becomes mandatory,
Limerick-based bottled water company Ishka Irish
Spring Water is set to start trialling tethered caps on
its 500ml bottles later this year. With a simple design
tweak, the caps will be fully attached to the bottle and
very difficult for the consumer to remove. Thus, when
the bottle is popped into the recycling bin, the cap will
go in too. Consumers are likely to be generally in favour
of the change, as research carried out by iReach on
behalf of Ishka found that half of all participants said
that the type of water they buy is influenced by whether
bottles can be recycled after use. Ishka Head of
Operations Mark Taylor notes that, following significant
investment in tooling up machines and adapting
production lines, all 500ml bottles can be fully recycled
from bottle through to the cap and the company’s
entire range of bottle sizes will have tethered caps from
early 2022.

Tackling food waste at the end of the day
Consumers in Dublin now have the option of downloading global anti-food-waste
app Too Good To Go, which is aimed at helping food businesses to cut down
on the amount of food and produce ending up in the bin. Consumers can use
the app to buy a ‘Magic Bag’ or ‘Surprise Bag’ of food at one-third of the retail
price from a wide range of local restaurants, bakeries, cafes and shops. Often
priced at between €3.99 and €5.99, the Surprise Bag is much like a lucky dip so
consumers may not know in advance exactly what they will be getting. Given
the unpredictable nature of food waste, this gives businesses the flexibility to
generate income from all sorts of food, including prepared food and beverages,
that are left at the end of the day and would otherwise be thrown out. Wasteconscious consumers can get to discover new food businesses and try out their
wares, while benefiting the planet. Food waste is responsible for 10% of all
greenhouse gases worldwide, while research indicates that Ireland generates
food waste costing up to €300 million annually, much of which could be avoided.
		
Dublin is the first Irish location for the app, which already operates in 16 other international markets and
has over 40 million active users. According to the company, Too Good To Go has enabled consumers to salvage
over 91 million meals since 2016, with 28 million meals saved from going to waste in 2020 alone. A look at user
reviews suggests some mixed opinions on whether the Surprise Bags represent value for money depending on
the business or seller, and the app allows consumers to rate their experience to help others gauge whether a
purchase may be worthwhile.
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FOOD & HEALTH / Risks to children of cannabis edibles

Dangers of Jelly
Sweets Containing
Cannabis
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

The risks associated with jelly sweets
containing cannabis, particularly for
children and teenagers, was highlighted
recently by the Food Safety Authority
of Ireland (FSAI). Ireland is seeing the
growing availability of edible cannabis
products, including jelly sweets, which
contain significant amounts of the
psychoactive cannabis component known
as tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). The FSAI
notes that cannabis edibles are illegal
food products that come in many forms
but are primarily sold as jelly sweets,
intentionally packaged to resemble
popular sweet brands in order to avoid
detection. Parents and guardians are
urged to be aware of the potential for
children to unwittingly consume these
products and of the serious health effects
that can arise. So far in 2021, six children
under the age of ten years are reported to
have been hospitalised having accidently
eaten products that contained the narcotic
drug THC, mistaking them for normal jelly
sweets.
		
In Ireland, THC is a controlled
substance with a zero tolerance under
the Misuse of Drugs Act 1977 and is
also considered a contaminant, with no
permitted threshold in EU or Irish food
law. According to the FSAI, the high
concentrations of up to 50mg per jelly
of THC in these illegal sweets can lead
to serious health impacts, especially
for teenagers and children whose
neurological, physical and physiological
development could be adversely affected.
Depending on the THC concentration,
consuming one of these jellies can mean
ingesting a level of THC that is five to ten
times greater than that inhaled when
smoking cannabis. Of major concern is that
children are completely unaware of the
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dangers and if they manage to gain access
to a bag of these jellies, they will rarely
eat only one, which means overdosing is
very likely. Moreover, whereas smoking
cannabis has an almost immediate
effect, it takes at least 30 minutes after
consuming cannabis edibles for the initial
effects to be felt. As a result, those who
have eaten these jellies might mistakenly
believe that they are ‘not working’ and
that they need to eat several more to
feel an effect, only to find that they have
overdosed when it is too late. Cannabis
toxicity can lead to cognitive and motor
impairment, which in the case of children
can be extreme and last up to 24 to 36
hours after consumption.
		
A recent report in the Irish
Medical Journal noted that cannabis
is the most abused controlled drug in
Ireland and that, around the world, as
decriminalisation and underenforcement
become the norm, accidental consumption
of cannabis edibles among children has
increasingly been reported in hospital
emergency departments. According to
the report, in Ireland, six children - five of
whom were under the age of six years plus
one ten-year-old - were hospitalised with
cannabis poisoning within an eight-week
period from March 2021. All cases were
reported to Ireland’s Child and Family
Agency TUSLA. In addition to these cases,
there have also been reports of teenagers
falling seriously ill and, in some instances,
requiring hospitalisation after having
seizures and going unconscious from
overdosing on cannabis edibles. Young
people may be tempted by these products
and fail to realise the dangers involved.
		
Illegal THC-containing sweets
are typically obtained online and have
reportedly been difficult to detect because

the smell of the drug is masked by the
smell of the sweets themselves. Adults
ordering them for their personal use
may be unaware of the serious risks they
pose to children who are drawn to the
products’ attractive packaging designed
to look like familiar sweet brands. FSAI
Chief Executive Pamela Byrne has pointed
to the extremely worrying incidence
of accidental consumption of edible
cannabis products by children and how the
prevalence of edible products containing
THC in communities and schools around
the country is a growing cause for concern.
According to Ms Byrne, the FSAI is working
closely with other government agencies
- including the Health Service Executive’s
Environmental Health Service, An Garda
Síochána, Revenue’s Customs Service and
the Food Standards Agency in Northern
Ireland - to detect and stop the import of
these illegal food products into Ireland.
Information from the public is welcomed in
the national effort to curb the availability
of these illegal products and to safeguard
children and young people. The FSAI can
be contacted through the online complaint
form at www.fsai.ie/makeitbetter.
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Lifestyle / Online
shopping advice
LIFESTYLE/
Lifestyle/Online
shopping advice

Buyer Beware

- Online Shoppers Need To Be On Their Guard
Now more than ever,
the old adage Caveat
Emptor or Buyer Beware
must be kept in mind by
consumers as they shop
online for the upcoming
festive season.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Website checks
• New EU customs rules
• Delivery text scams
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It seems that shopping online is becoming
ever-trickier for consumers. Online
shoppers have always needed to stay alert
and make sure that they are dealing with
legitimate companies and trustworthy
traders. Moreover, with so much
interaction between the Irish and UK
markets, Brexit has made it all the more
vital that consumers know the location
of the suppliers they are buying from, as
UK sellers are now outside the EU. When
dealing with non-EU traders, there may
be VAT and customs charges that will
apply and that can take the purchasing
consumer unawares while significantly
adding to the price of the item. Buying
outside the EU also has an impact on the
consumer protections that the buyer can
expect to be applied to the transaction.
Making the situation even more fraught
are the plethora of scams that prey on
the fact that many consumers may be
expecting multiple deliveries of their
online shopping. Texts and emails may
purport to come from delivery companies
and postal services such as DHL and An
Post but in reality are from fraudsters
looking to part you from your hard-earned
cash. Consumers must be constantly
vigilant to protect themselves from both
unexpected but legitimate charges and
from fake and fraudulent attempts to

access funds in their bank account.
		
And yet, in the current
challenging environment, consumers also
need to think ahead and get their festive
shopping sorted earlier than ever. The
danger is that they may make purchasing
decisions that are hasty, impulsive, rash
or panicked amid well-touted concerns
about supply chain issues, longer delivery
timeframes and lack of availability of
sought-after items.
		
With the buying season in full
swing ahead of what will hopefully be a
near-normal Christmas, Consumer Choice
offers consumers some reminders about
how to safeguard themselves and their
money.

Where in the world?
When shopping online, it is more
important than ever to know where the
seller you are dealing with is based and
where the goods will be shipped from.
This is because online shopping packages
received from outside the EU, which
post-Brexit now includes the UK, will incur
Irish VAT and customs charges depending
on the value and type of items bought.
The seller’s location also has an impact
on whether the significant EU consumer
protections will apply to the transaction
or not. These consumer protections
November 2021

ensure that consumers are given clear
information and are not misled before
they buy, that they have a 14-day coolingoff period in which they can cancel the
order for any reason and that they have a
right to a refund if something goes wrong.
Even though non-EU companies selling
their products into the EU should adhere
to the basic framework of consumer
rights, actually enforcing these rights may
be difficult. Thus, by buying from outside
the EU, your consumer rights will not be
guaranteed and the normal EU redress
options will not be available to you. The
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission (CCPC) notes that if you are
buying from a non-EU website, including
a UK site, you should make sure to check
the terms and conditions to find out the
returns policy and whether you will be
able to return an item if you change your
mind, what timeframes apply, whether
you can cancel an order before it is sent,
who pays for the cost of returning an
item, and what is the company’s policy in
terms of returning faulty goods. Having
considered the terms and conditions,
you may prefer to opt for an EU-based
business.

What’s in a (domain) name?
Unfortunately, determining the seller’s
location is not as simple as looking at
the country domain name in the website
address. For example, consumers keen
to buy from an Irish company based
within Ireland cannot rely on the fact
that the website has a .ie domain name.
Many .ie domains are in fact owned by
companies that are based elsewhere
and goods ordered from these websites
may ship from abroad. For an in-depth
look at why a .ie website address will not
necessarily indicate that the retailer is
based in Ireland see the April 2021 issue
of Consumer Choice.
		
So, given that the .ie domain
name does not necessarily mean that
the business is based in Ireland, online
shoppers looking to find out where the
business behind the website is based
or registered will need to check the
company’s registered or postal address
by looking in the About Us or Contact
Us sections of the website or searching
through the Terms and Conditions.
Shipping information may be included
in the Shipping and/or Delivery sections
of the company website but, if not, the
European Consumer Centre Ireland
notes that delivery or lead times can be a
good indication of whether the goods are
coming from within Ireland or a nearby EU
country or whether they are coming from
farther away.
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Additional duties and charges
Ordering from non-EU businesses that
operate and ship from outside the EU/
EAA will give rise to customs and duties
over and above the purchase price of the
item. Post-Brexit, the same charges that
apply to goods bought online from non-EU
retailers now apply to online shopping
from the UK. The EU Commission notes
that all websites that sell goods into the
EU are obliged to inform consumers about
the total price of goods and services,
inclusive of taxes and any other charges
and that, if these cannot be calculated
in advance, the consumer must be
informed that additional charges may be
payable. The CCPC notes that if you make
a purchase from an EU website and, on
delivery, you are informed of additional
charges that you were not previously
made aware of, you can choose to refuse
to pay the charges and the goods will then
be returned to the seller. This is separate
to the 14-day cancellation period but
the CCPC suggests that, as soon as you
decline to pay the additional charges, you
should immediately email the seller to
advise them that you are cancelling the
order and seeking a full refund.
		
Where additional customs
charges apply, you will receive a bill from
the postal company or courier prior to
delivery and the charges will have to be
paid before the goods can be handed
over to you. The delivery company will
undertake to pass the charges collected
on to Revenue and it will likely charge
an administration or handling fee for
performing this task - all of which adds
to the price of your purchase. For an
example of how VAT and custom charges
can significantly increase the price of
what may seem like an online bargain,
see the February 2021 issue of Consumer
Choice.

New EU customs rules
An Post has recently launched a customer
information campaign to raise awareness
among consumers about some additional
new EU customs rules for parcels that
come from non-EU countries including
Britain. New EU customs regulations for
parcels posted from non-EU countries
took effect on 1st July 2021 and these
require the sender to provide electronic
customs information for each parcel.
Customs charges may also apply and all
fees must be paid by customers before
An Post can deliver their items. An Post
notes that almost all the large non-EU
retailers - including UK brands such
as Marks & Spencer, River Island and
Boots - have worked with the Irish postal
service to provide a simple and clear ‘duty

paid’ facility at the online checkout so
that consumers pay all VAT and customs
charges up front, which means that these
parcels can be delivered to customers
straightaway on arrival into Ireland.
		
However, An Post has
outlined how problems are arising
with parcels that come into Ireland via
other postal services, such as Royal
Mail and USPS, because the senders
- usually a small business or individual
personal customers - are unaware of
the new complex information and tax
requirements. If these smaller, more
specialist retailers do not know that they
must provide electronic customs data or
have not put in place the necessary online
shopping systems for selling to Ireland,
this can lead to customs delays or the
parcels being returned when they arrive
in Ireland. As a result, An Post is advising
customers receiving parcels (either online
shopping or personal goods) from outside
the EU to check with the sender that
they are completing all the appropriate
documentation in advance for every
parcel they send to Ireland through the
post.   Moreover, EU customs rules now
restrict or prohibit a range of goods and
substances from being posted into the EU
from non-EU countries and, again, these
items must be returned to the sender.
Information on restricted and prohibited
items can be found at anpost.com and
revenue.ie.

Gifts sent into Ireland
It is worth noting - and it may come as
something of a surprise - that the new
rules in relation to providing electronic
customs information also apply to gifts
from family and friends sent to Ireland
from outside the EU. Gifts below the
value of €45 (including postage) from
non-EU countries require valid electronic
customs data, but they do not require
any customs or VAT to be paid. Irish
consumers are advised to tell friends
and family outside the EU that all items
must be accompanied by valid electronic
customs data when sending. An Post
recommends that those sending gifts
into Ireland from non-EU countries
use their local postal providers’
online sending solution where available,
as this will allow them to complete all
the necessary electronic customs data
requirements, to ensure the parcel can
be cleared easily upon arrival.Moreover,
gifts valued at over €45 will be charged a
customs fee, to be paid by the receiver.
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card payment over the phone.

Delivery woes

Usual checks needed
Along with determining an online seller’s
location for the reasons outlined above,
the savvy shopper must still carry out
all the usual checks before confirming
payment, particularly if it is a website that
they have not used before. It is strongly
advised that you do some research into
the seller to ensure that the company is
legitimate and trustworthy. Reputable
traders will provide contact information
such as an email address, phone number
and geographical address and details
of how you can get in touch with them
when issues arise. Be wary where this
information is missing from the website.
Moreover, check online forums and
social media for consumer reviews of the
business you are considering transacting
with for reassurance that customers are
generally satisfied with the service and
goods provided. However, be aware of
the potential for fake or paid-for reviews,
particularly if all feedback is glowing and
overly positive. For advice on how to spot
a fake review online, see the December
2019/January 2020 issue of Consumer
Choice. As a further protection when
buying online, the CCPC recommends
using such online payment services as
PayPal or a pre-pay credit or debit card.
Use of these payment methods will
ensure that potential fraudsters will not
have access to your bank account details.
Consumers are warned to be suspicious
of traders who suggest a bank transfer or
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Once their online shopping has been
done, the consumer must then wait for
their packages to arrive and unfortunately
delivery delays have been an all-toocommon problem in recent times, due
to such factors as supply chain and
logistics issues, the massive rise in online
transactions, and the increased incidence
of duties and customs payments.
Again, consumers who buy from an EU
website have strong protections. Unless
an alternative delivery date has been
agreed, items bought from an EU seller
should be delivered within 30 days and if
delivery does not take place within that
timeframe, you can either agree a new
delivery date or cancel the contract and
get a refund. The CCPC notes that the
seller is responsible for the item until
it is delivered to you, unless you have
arranged your own delivery. Thus, if
the seller organises a courier to deliver
the item and delivery does not take
place, then the seller should arrange a
replacement or refund.
		
Adding to consumers’ delivery
woes is the increased prevalence of
scams in the form of texts and emails
that claim to come from delivery services
such as DHL and An Post. A consumer
awaiting multiple deliveries and perhaps
anxious to obtain a particular product or
toy as a gift could easily fall prey to one of
these phishing scams aimed primarily at
getting access to your bank details so that
the scammers can fraudulently withdraw
money from your account. These text and
email scam attempts have become ever
more sophisticated and harder to spot.
Key indicators used to be a poor level
of English or grammar used, a sender
email address that did not correspond
to the business being imitated, or an
unknown text number or one with a
pre-fix from a distant country. Scammers
have unfortunately in some cases
appeared to overcome many of these
red flags, making it increasingly difficult
for consumers to protect themselves.
It is vital that consumers always give
themselves time to think when they
receive such messages, especially if they
are expecting a delivery, and that they
avoid clicking on any links provided in
unsolicited messages if they are in any
doubt. It is best to always double check
any communications by independently
contacting the business or organisation
through its official platform. Where links
that look fairly legitimate are provided in
emails, hovering the mouse over the link

can sometimes reveal that you will be
directed to a very different web address.
Importantly, consumers should never
give personal information in response
to unsolicited messages, particularly
their debit or credit card details. DHL,
the international courier and package
delivery service, has warned customers
of fraudulent messages claiming to be
connected with the company. DHL has
said that it will not ask consumers for any
data or request them to download an app
via text and that it would only suggest
installation of apps via authorised app
stores. An Post notes that it will never
send urgent requests or threats or use
shortened links - for example, Bit.ly.
		
With the increased prevalence
of duties and customs charges owed
post-Brexit on purchases coming from the
UK, scammers have a whole new angle to
use to try to defraud unwary consumers.
An Post has issued clear guidance for
consumers to help them spot a phishing
text or email that appears to alert
customers of customs payments due. An
Post says that its messages contacting
you about the payment of customs
charges will never contain any links. In
addition, a few days after a text or email
from An Post, you will receive an official
An Post postcard outlining your customs
charges. You can then use the track and
trace number provided to pay the charges
online at anpost.com or through your local
post office branch.
Useful websites
An Post
anpost.com
Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission
ccpc.ie
European Consumer Centre Ireland
eccireland.ie
Revenue
revenue.ie
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In-store shopping reminders
All these potential pitfalls may put consumers off doing their festive shopping online. In addition, there is
a renewed focus among many on supporting local businesses and reducing the carbon footprint of festive
purchases. So, for consumers who want to go old-school and buy locally in-store, here are some key points
to remember:
• Unlike buying online, where you typically have 14 days to change your mind about your order, retailers
in physical shops are not legally obliged to refund your money or give you an exchange unless the item is
faulty. They may offer a generous returns policy but they do not have to. Make it a habit to ask about the
shop’s returns policy at the till, before you hand over your money. Given that consumers may be buying
gifts particularly early this year, make sure that the returns period will stretch into January 2022 to allow
sufficient time for the item to be changed after the festive period.
• Retailers are not required by law to give a receipt but consumers should always request one. Retailers are
entitled to look for a receipt as proof of purchase when dealing with a consumer who is returning goods for
any reason. However, a receipt is not the only means to provide proof of purchase - a credit or debit card
statement may suffice.
• Gift receipts, which provide proof of purchase but do not show the price, typically allow someone to swap
the item for a different one or to receive store credit. However, they usually do not allow for a refund of
the purchase price. If you are really unsure about whether the recipient will like your gift, consider giving
them the actual receipt.   Moreover, refunds are generally issued in the form the payment was made. So,
paying in cash will mean that the refund will be provided in cash, whereas card payments will often only be
refunded to the specific debit or credit card used, which may cause difficulties for someone returning a gift.
Think through your payment options when buying a gift that is likely to need to be returned.
• Retailers can charge whatever price they like as, in general, there is no pricing control - this means
that consumers will need to shop around for the best available value. Moreover, there is no legislation
to prevent retailers from increasing their prices to take advantage of a special occasion or time of year.
Retailers have to display prices clearly in euro where the consumer can see them.   However, consumers do
not have the right to buy a product at the price displayed on it – retailers have the right to make a genuine
mistake. On the other hand, retailers must not deliberately mislead consumers as to the price of a good.
If consumers notice that a retailer is engaging in misleading pricing or failing to display pricing, they can
report the issue to the CCPC.
• Gift vouchers now must have an expiry date of at least five years. However, these regulations do not apply
to certain gift cards, such as the One-4-All card, which can apply maintenance fees after a certain period
has transpired, eroding the value of the card if
you do not use it soon enough. Moreover, as we
have seen in recent times, shops and chains can
suddenly go out of business, in which case you
will find it difficult, if not impossible, to use your
gift voucher or get the equivalent cash value back.
Tell recipients to use the gift voucher or card
quickly rather than let it languish in a drawer for
months and potentially eventually go to waste.
• Shops are entitled to refuse cash payments and
insist on contactless card transactions but they
must make the consumer aware of this policy
through appropriate signage.
• Sales and discounts do not diminish your
consumer rights. If an item turns out to be faulty,
even though it was bought at a reduced price, the
consumer is still entitled to a repair, replacement
or refund.
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MONEY / Tax Guide 2022

Tax

Guide 2022

Report by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Consumer Choice considers Budget 2022 and how it will affect the finances of the
individual consumer.
On Tuesday, 12th October 2021,
Minister for Finance Paschal Donohoe
announced the budget for the country
for the upcoming year. Along with a
focus on public expenditure measures
to tackle the immense ongoing
challenges in public health, housing
and climate change, among others,
for the individual consumer Budget
2022 was characterised by modest
increases to social welfare payments
and small changes to income tax, both
primarily aimed at helping citizens to
deal with the rising cost of living and,
in particular, higher energy prices. But
will these changes be enough to achieve
that goal? The Economic and Social
Research Institute (ESRI) has released
research indicating that increases
to social welfare payments and tax
bands will, on average, compensate
most households for the price growth
forecast for 2022. According to the
ESRI, although increases to the carbon
tax and tobacco duty disproportionately
affect lower-income households,
these households also gain from
above-inflation increases to core social
welfare payments and supplements for
those living alone or with dependents,
which are large enough to offset the
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impact of increases to indirect taxes for
the lowest-income fifth of households
and will leave poverty slightly lower
than if all welfare payments and tax
bands had kept pace with inflation.
However, the research also found that
the below-inflation increases to the
Working Families Payment and State
Pension mean that some low-income
working parents and retired couples
who do not receive the Fuel Allowance
will see their disposable incomes
eroded by rising prices. Moreover, as
most Universal Social Charge (USC)
and PRSI bands were not changed, the
after-tax purchasing power of lower
earners who do not earn enough to pay
income tax has been reduced, although
some of these households will benefit
from an increase to the minimum wage.
In addition, if price growth turns out to
be higher than forecast, the modest
budget measures will not offset the
negative financial impact for other
categories of consumers.
		 Consumer Choice presents
our annual Tax Guide highlighting some
key aspects of Budget 2022 that will
affect consumers over the coming year.
While some of the changes took effect
immediately, others will take place from

1st January 2022 or later next year.

Personal taxes
Although income tax rates remain
unchanged and continue to be charged
at 20% at the standard rate and
40% at the higher rate, the income
tax standard rate band has been
increased by €1,500 for all earners.
This means that the band for single
individuals has increased from
€35,300 to €36,800 and the band for
married couples/civil partners with
one earner has changed from €44,300
to €45,800. In addition, the personal
tax credit, the employee tax credit
and the earned income credit have
all increased by €50 from €1,650 to
€1,700.
		
A small change has also been
made to the Universal Social Charge
(USC). The USC threshold for moving
from the 2% rate to the 4.5% rate is
to be raised by €608 from €20,687 to
€21,295. This measure is in response
to an increase in the minimum wage,
which will be raised by 30 cent to
€10.50 an hour, and the higher ceiling
for the 2% USC band means that the
salary of a full-time worker on the
minimum wage will still remain outside
November 2021

the higher rates of USC. Similarly, the
weekly income threshold for the higher
rate of employer’s PRSI will increase
from €398 to €410 to ensure that there
is no incentive to reduce the working
hours for a full-time employee earning
the increased minimum wage. USC
rates and the other USC bands remain
unchanged and, as in previous years,
there is an exemption from the USC
for those whose income is less than
€13,000, though once income exceeds
this exemption limit, USC is payable on
the income total. Medical card holders
and those aged 70 years and over
whose income does not exceed €60,000
can continue to avail of a reduced rate
of USC of 0.5% on the first €12,012 and
2% on the balance for a further year.
		
For those who will continue to
work from home into 2022, the current
tax arrangements will be enhanced
and formalised. Employees will be
able to claim a tax deduction of 30%
of vouched utility expenses in their
income tax return to include electricity,
heat and broadband for the days spent
working from home. Remote workers
can claim the allowable costs when
they complete their income tax return
and they will need to keep the utility
bills that relate to the claim for six years
as proof of payment.
		
The rate of 33% for Capital
Acquisitions Tax and the tax-free
thresholds for the different categories
of beneficiaries of gifts or inheritances
remain unchanged.

Social welfare
In terms of social welfare measures,
from January 2022 there will be a €5
increase in the main weekly welfare
payments, such as the State Pension
and the Jobseeker’s Allowance,
including for those aged 24 years and
under who are getting the reduced
rate. In addition, the Living Alone
Allowance will see an increase of
€3 to bring it to €22 a week and the
weekly Fuel Allowance will rise by €5
to bring it to €33 in an effort to help
eligible households to cope with higher
heating costs and other energy bills.
From September 2022, those who
have been getting the Jobseeker’s
Allowance or Supplementary Welfare
Allowance for 12 months will qualify
for the Fuel Allowance, representing
a reduction of three months from 15
months previously. Long-term social
welfare recipients and all those on
Pandemic Unemployment Payments
will again receive a double payment - or
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Christmas bonus - on December 7th
this year.
		
Thousands more carers
around the country will be able to
avail of the Carer’s Allowance with an
increase in the income disregard from
€332.50 to €350 for a single person
and from €665 to €750 for a couple.
Moreover, the capital disregard will rise
by €30,000 from €20,000 to €50,000
from June 2022. In a change to the
Drug Payments Scheme, the maximum
monthly amount that must be paid for
approved prescribed medication will be
reduced from €114 to €100.
		
Parents will see an increase
of €5 a week in Maternity Benefit and
Parental Leave Payments, while the
Parent’s Benefit will be extended by
two weeks to a total of seven weeks
from July 2022 in line with the EU
Directive on Work Life Balance There
is no change to the Child Benefit
payment of €140, but the qualified child
supplement to certain social welfare
benefits will be increased in 2022 by
€2 a week for children under 12 years,
bringing it to €40, and by €3 a week for
children over 12, bringing it to €48. The
Back-to-School Clothing and Footwear
Allowance will see an increase of €10,
while free GP care will now extend to
children aged six and seven years.

Climate measures
The carbon tax on fuel again saw a
rise of €7.50 to €41 per tonne, with
the increase applying to automotive
fuels immediately and to solid fuels,
including household heating fuels like
oil, gas and coal, from 1st May 2022.
Carbon tax is set to increase by €7.50
each year until 2029 and then by €6.50
in 2030 to bring it to a total of €100 per
tonne. The tax saw the cost of a 60-litre
tank of petrol rise by approximately
€1.28, while the same quantity of diesel
costs an additional €1.48.
		
In 2022, €202 million of
carbon tax revenue will be used to
support more than 22,000 home energy
upgrades, including upgrading over
6,000 homes to a Building Energy
Rating (BER) of B2 or higher, with
4,500 homes to be upgraded under
SEAI energy poverty schemes. For
households that receive income from
micro-generation of electricity, such
as through solar panels, up to €200
of income received from the sale of
residual electricity to the grid will
be disregarded for the purposes of
assessing tax due.
		
In ongoing efforts to encourage

a move away from petrol and diesel use,
the €5,000 relief towards the private
purchase of qualifying electric vehicles
has been extended to the end of 2023.
Moreover, the benefit-in-kind (BIK)
exemption for electric vehicles - where
an employer makes a battery electric
vehicle available to employees - had
been due to end on 31st December
2022 but it has now been extended to
2025. From 2023, a tapering effect on
the original market value of an electric
vehicle will apply with a reduction of
€35,000 for 2023, €20,000 for 2024, and
€10,000 for 2025. To further encourage
the transition to lower-emission fuels,
Budget 2022 will introduce increases
to Vehicle Registration Tax (VRT) for
higher-emission vehicles, with a revised
VRT table to take effect from January
2022.
		
For those aged between 19 and
23 years, a New Youth Travel Card will
provide a 50% discount on fares across
the transport network, with the aim of
encouraging young people to develop a
connection with public transport. The
card will not be available until next year.

Other measures
Last year, Budget 2021 reduced the
Value Added Tax (VAT) rate for certain
goods and services from 13.5% to 9%
until 31st December 2021, primarily
affecting the supply of restaurant
and catering services, guest and
holiday accommodation, and various
entertainment services such as
admission to cinemas, theatres,
museums, fairgrounds and amusement
parks. Budget 2022 has extended this
9% VAT rate for the hospitality and
tourism sector to 31st August 2022.
		
Another initiative that has
been extended is the Help to Buy
Scheme aimed at for first-time buyers
of a principal private residence. First
introduced in 2016, the scheme only
applies to new builds, self builds or a
converted building not formerly used
as a dwelling and not to second-hand
properties. Under the scheme,
first-time homeowners can claim relief
on income tax and DIRT paid over the
previous four years up to 10% of the
house purchase price and capped
at €30,000. No relief is available for
houses valued at more than €500,000
and claimants must take out a
mortgage totalling at least 70% of the
purchase price. This scheme will now
run until 31st December 2022 and a full
review of the initiative is planned next
year.
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INCOME TAX RATES, CREDITS AND RELIEFS FOR 2022
Here are the main income tax rates, credits and reliefs for 2022 as introduced by Minister for Finance Pascal Donohoe in the Dáil on
12th October 2021.
Universal Social Charge (USC)

Income Tax - Standard Rate Bands
2021 (€)

PAYE

Selfemployed

2022 (€)

PAYE

Self-employed

1,500

Band

Rate

Rate

Band

Rate

Rate

45,800

1,500

Exempt

Income less
than 13,000

Exempt

Exempt

Married Two Incomes*

45,800
+
27,800
(max) =
73,600

Income less than
13,000

Exempt

44,300
+
26,300
(max) =
70,600

3,000

1- 12,012

0.5%

0.5%

1- 12,012

0.5%

0.5%

12,012-20,687

2.0%

2.0%

12,012-21,295

2.0%

2.0%

One Parent/Widowed Parent

39,300

40,800

1,500
20,687-70,044

4.5%

4.5%

21,295-70,044

4.5%

4.5%

70,044-100,000

8.0%

8.0%

70,044100,000

8.0%

8.0%

Over 100,000

8.0%

11.0%

Over 100,000

8.0%

11.0%

2021
€

2022
€

Increase
€

Single Person

35,300

36,800

Married One Income

44,300

* The increase in the rate band is capped at the lower of €27,800 in 2021 or the income of
the lower earner.
Up to these thresholds, tax is paid at 20% and the balance is paid at 40%.

Income Tax Credits

Personal Tax Credit

2021
€

2022
€

Single person

1,650

1,700

Those whose total income is less than €13,000 are exempt from USC but, once income exceeds this exemption limit, USC is payable on
the income total, as outlined above.

Married
couple /
Civil
partnership

3,300

3,400

Social Welfare Payments

Widowed Person/
Surviving Civil Partner (in
year of bereavement)

3,300

3,400

Single Person Child Carer

1,650

1,650

Home Carer Tax Credit

1,600

1,600

Dependent Relative Tax

245

245

3,300

3,300

1,650

1,650

Incapacitated Child Tax
Blind Person Tax Credit

Widowed Parent Tax Credit

Single
Married (both
blind)

3,300

3,300

Year 1

3,600

3,600

Year 2

3,150

3,150

Year 3

2,700

2,700

Year 4

2,250

2,250

Year 5

1,800

1,800

Single

245

245

Married

490

490

Employee PAYE Tax Credit

1,650

1,700

Earned Income Tax Credit

1,650

1,700

Age Tax Credit

2021
€

2022
€

Under 80 years

248.30

253.30

80 years or older

258.30

263.30

Under 80 years

237.00

242.00

80 years or older

247.00

252.00

Under 66 years

208.50

213.50

Aged 66 and under 80 years

248.30

253.30

80 years or older

258.30

263.30

Under 66 years

203.00

208.00

One-Parent Family Payment

203.00

208.00

Disability Allowance/Blind Person's
Pension

203.00

208.00

Jobseeker's/Illness/Health and Safety/
Injury Benefit

203.00

208.00

Under 66 years

219.00

224.00

66 years or older

257.00

262.00

Maternity/Paternity/Adoptive Benefit

245.00

250.00

State Pension (contributory)

State Pension (non-contributory)

Widowed/Surviving Civil Partner Pension
(contributory)

Widowed/Surviving Civil Partner Pension
(non -contributory)

Carer’s Allowance

Capital Acquisitions Tax - Tax-free Thresholds
2021
€

2022
€

Group A – Parent to child

335,000

335,000

Group B – Close relations

32,500

32,500

Fuel Allowance

28.00

33.00

Group C – Relationship other
than Group A or B

16,250

16,250

Living Alone Allowance

19.00

22.00
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PRODUCT TESTS / Food processors and mixers

Food Processors and Mixers
Looking for a handy helper in the kitchen?
Eight great Choice Buy food processors
and mixers have the recipe for success.
With renewed interest in recent times in
cooking from scratch, you may be in the
market for a food processor or mixer. Maybe
lockdown life inspired new adventures
in baking and you are ready to invest in a
machine that will take the elbow grease out
of mixing, kneading and whisking. Or maybe
you are looking forward to welcoming back
larger groups of guests and want some
motorised power to deal with the chopping,
slicing, grating and pureeing of big batches
of sides, dips, sauces and slaws. You can
choose to spend a little or a lot on a device
that will make food preparation tasks easier,
with typically the more you spend, the
greater the capacity and the capabilities of
the machine. From mini choppers that will
speedily chop or puree small amounts, to
full-size food processors that add slicing
and grating, to stand mixers that take the
effort out of baking tasks like kneading
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and whisking, there are plenty of devices
to choose from on shop shelves. It mostly
comes down to what kind of cook you are
and how many you typically cater for, along
with what you are prepared to spend and
how much space you have on your worktop
or in your cupboards to house the appliance.
Some machines are truly multi-talented and,
along with their chopping, slicing, mixing and
kneading capabilities, they can also double
as a blender and smoothie maker, so you
won’t need to invest in separate devices,
potentially cutting down on the avalanche
of appliances in your kitchen. Depending on
the machine, a number of attachments may
be supplied and, with high-end appliances,
you may have the option of buying extra
accessories - from meat grinders and pasta
cutters to ice cream makers - further down
the line to add to your kitchen arsenal.
Our current batch of eight Choice Buys cover

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Food processors versus mixers
• What’s on offer
• Eight Choice Buys
all types of food processors and mixers,
with prices starting at a mere €21 for a mini
device and rising to between €400 and €500
for large retro-style stand mixers that are a
familiar feature in the Great British Bake-Off
tent. See below for a device to suit your
culinary style, available storage space and
budget.

Food processors vs stand mixers
For anyone who does a lot of cooking
from scratch or likes to bake up a
storm, food processors and mixers can
undoubtedly make life easier by carrying
out multiple tasks - such as chopping,
slicing, shredding, mixing, whisking and
blending – often in seconds, with minimum
effort required, and with more consistent
results than can generally be achieved by
hand. Larger-scale devices really come
into their own when you are catering for
November 2021

large numbers or preparing big batches
of food at once, but even modest mini
choppers can be an asset in achieving
perfectly diced onions, minced herbs and
super-smooth purees in small quantities.
Full-size food processors generally come
with a chopping blade and different types
of discs for both coarse and fine slicing
and shredding. Other accessories might
include a jug attachment for blending and
juicing and a separate grating disc. There
is some cross-over with food preparation
machines today as food processors often
offer some baking-related attachments
and stand mixers add chopping or slicing
attachments to increase their versatility.
Although many food processors also
provide attachments for mixing cake
batter and for kneading and whipping,
keen bakers might find that a stand mixer
is better suited to these tasks. Compared
to food processors, stand mixers tend
to be larger, cost more and offer fewer
functions – but they do excel at tasks like
kneading, mixing, whisking and whipping
thanks to their specifically designed
attachments. A stand mixer comprises
of a fixed stand and mixing bowl, with a
lever-operated arm onto which attaches
various fittings. These machines use
a planetary action when mixing to
incorporate more ingredients from the
outer edges of the bowl. They often
come supplied with a big balloon whisk
to add volume to egg whites and cream
and produce a fluffy, stiff consistency. A
dough hook and a beater are also generally
included for kneading bread and mixing
cake batter, and some more expensive
models provide a jug blender that can blitz
soups and smoothies. Deciding on which
kind of appliance to buy depends on what
functions you are most likely to use, what
gadgets you already possess, and where
you will store it.
		
Food processors and kitchen
machines are aimed at saving you time and
effort, so they should be easy to use and
clean - it is no use if they end up adding
to your work load, rather than reducing it.
Useful features you might like to look for
include a splash guard that fits over the
mixing bowl, preventing cake batter from
spurting out or icing-sugar clouds from
settling over your kitchen – and ultimately
cutting down on cleaning jobs. If your
appliance is going to live on your counter,
a storage compartment for tidying away
the power cord when not in use can help
keep your worktop neat and streamlined.
The size of food processing bowl or mixing
bowl is worth considering as getting
an appliance with too small a capacity
could mean that you will end up having
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to make extra batches instead of getting
the job done all at once. Moreover, from a
convenience perspective, it is important
that any attachments are not too fiddly to
fit or remove and that the appliance can
be dismantled without too much difficulty
- and of course the more attachments and
accessories that can be popped into the
dishwasher the better.

What about a hand mixer?
Although stand mixers really take the effort out of baking tasks, they tend to be very pricey and to
take up a lot of space in your cupboard or on your countertop. This begs the question if a simple hand
mixer would do instead? Much depends on the kind of baker you are and whether you are short on
kitchen space or on a tight budget. Very much cheaper and a lot less bulky to store, a hand mixer can
be a very useful device to have tucked away in the press, particularly if you are only an occasional
baker or are looking for a helping hand whisking or whipping every so often. Hand mixers typically
come with flat beaters and pricier models may include a balloon whisk or dough hooks. Whereas
stand mixers will take care of time-consuming tasks like mixing or kneading while you get on with
other things, hand mixers involve more manual effort on your part as you will need to hold the device
throughout. To incorporate all ingredients evenly, the mixer will need to be moved around, mimicking
a stand mixer’s planetary action - which can prove tiring if you are really getting stuck into a baking
session. Particularly with tougher chores like kneading, some models will have a limit on the volume
of dough you can mix at once or how long you can mix for, to save the smaller motor from burning out.
There will be fewer speed settings on offer on a hand mixer than on a stand mixer and, with no splash
guard, you might have to contend with ingredients splattering out of your mixing bowl. So, overall, a
hand mixer requires more effort and offers less power and fewer capabilities than a stand mixer but
may be more than sufficient for those who only bake infrequently or in smallish quantities.

Previous Choice Buys
Along with the great food processors highlighted below, two excellent machines
from our last report in the July/August 2019 issue of Consumer Choice remain
readily available. These two devices come from opposite ends of the price range,
with one a compact mini chopper that focuses on the basics and the other a
large-size food processor with a wide range of talents and capabilities. Priced
at a mere €25, the Kenwood CH180A offers an ultra-simple design with a single
push-button control and two speeds but it packs a punch when chopping or
puréeing, making quick work of dicing onions, crushing nuts or whipping up a dip.
Everything is accomplished with a single stainless-steel blade, which, along with
the bowl, can be popped into the dishwasher for easy cleaning. The bowl’s capacity
is rather limited at only 350ml, however, so this processor is best for preparing
small batches at a time – those catering for crowds on a regular basis may need to
look for a larger machine, such as the Sage Kitchen Wizz Pro. This product comes
with a hefty price tag of €430 but for this you will get a powerful machine that can
handle a wide range of food preparation tasks and comes with plenty of useful
attachments – including reversible grating discs, a chipping blade, an adjustable
slicing disc with 24 thickness settings, a dough blade and a storage box to keep
them all in. As well as its main 3.7 litre bowl, a mini bowl is provided for smallerscale tasks and, whether it is dealing with smaller or larger batches, this Sage
model is a strong performer, delivering precision slicing and excellent chopping of
onions, herbs, nuts and more. This machine also doubles as a soup and smoothie
blender and is brilliant at blitzing ingredients as required. All tasks are handled
quickly and quietly and operation is very straightforward. At almost 9kg, this
appliance machine is heavy for lifting in and out of a cupboard, so you may prefer it
to live on your countertop. Six other food processors at a range of price points are
reviewed below along with two stand mixers.
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Chopping

Pureeing

Mixing

Blending soup		

Smoothies

Ease of use		

Cleaning


Chopping

Pureeing

Whipping

Ease of use		

Cleaning


1. Breville VBL241 €42 (Food processor)

2. Cuisinart Mini Prep Pro Food Processor
ECH4U €50 (Food processor)

If countertop or cupboard space is tight and you need to cut down on the number
of appliances in your kitchen, the Choice Buy Breville VBL241 could be a good

The Choice Buy Cuisinart Mini Prep Pro Food Processor ECH4U won’t take up much

option as it doubles as both a blender and food processor. This compact machine

space on your countertop but it will be an asset in your kitchen arsenal, delivering

comes supplied with both a 450ml bowl for chopping and pureeing and a 600ml

great chopping and pureeing. This is a compact and lightweight device for ease of

beaker with a lid for smoothies on the go. Its neat dimensions mean that this

popping in and out of a press as needed, and it is exceptionally straightforward to

device will not make large quantities, so bigger households may need to look

use with only two speed settings and one dual-blade attachment that is fast and

elsewhere. Although it does not offer a full range of processing functions, it

simple to assemble. The bowl holds just under a litre, so this Cuisinart model is

performs basic tasks extremely well, from chopping vegetables and pureeing baby

better suited to smaller households or those looking to puree baby food or prepare

food to blending soups. Moreover, this Breville model is sufficiently powerful to

a few ingredients at a time. It does a super job of chopping all manner of foodstuffs,

handle tough ingredients like nuts, and cocktail lovers will appreciate its ability to

including herbs and tricky-to-handle nuts. It also makes quick work of pureeing, so

crush ice into a snow-like consistency. This processor is not suited to keen bakers

baby food or sauces will be ready in no time. Those who like a slushie or cocktail will

as it cannot whip, whisk or knead and mixing cake batter was not overly successful

appreciate this machine’s ability to crush ice very successfully. Whipping, however,

either in tests. This machine is pretty noisy but it is nicely easy to clean, as the

is not a strongpoint with little air introduced into cream in tests, so you may need a

beaker and bowl can be popped into the dishwasher and a quick whizz of soapy

separate mixer on hand for baking-type tasks. Once all the food preparation is done,

water will take care of cleaning the blade assembly.

this machine is no problem to clean with dishwasher-safe accessories.

Chopping

Slicing

Pureeing

Mixing			

Blending soup

Smoothies			

Ease of use

Cleaning


Chopping

Pureeing

Ease of use		

Cleaning


3. Tefal DO821840 €140 (Food processor)

4. Russell Hobbs Go Create 25980 mini
chopper €21 (Food processor)

The Choice Buy Tefal DO821840 is a multi-talented, multi-tasking food processor
that comes with a plethora of accessories. With a 3-litre processing bowl and

For a budget price, the Choice Buy Russell Hobbs Go Create 25980 mini

a 2-litre blender jug, both of which have a 1.5-litre processing capacity, you will

chopper is a useful machine to have on hand for great chopping and even better

be able to prepare substantial quantities at a time. This fantastic all-rounder

pureeing. As the name suggests, this is a compact device with its bowl offering

performs to a high standard, whether it is grating or slicing using the supplied

a capacity of just 500ml so you will only be able to prepare small amounts of

reversible discs or whipping or whisking using the emulsifying disc. The blade

food at once. Operation is very simple as you either choose the pulse function by

assembly makes quick work of chopping even trickier ingredients like herbs and

pushing and releasing the button on top or else you can push and hold down for

nuts and pureeing lump-free baby food and the dough kneading attachment

continuous chopping for up to 60 seconds, at which point you will need to leave it

will be an asset for bread makers. Used as a blender, this machine makes nicely

for a minute or two to cool down before using again. This little device chops very

smooth soups and frothy smoothies, though it takes a little longer here than other

effectively and is powerful enough to cope with hard ingredients like nuts, though

devices. Operation is both fairly quiet and very intuitive and a range of power

you may need to give an extra blitz or two to ensure even results. It is particularly

settings and speed options along with a pulse function are provided. When the

good at pureeing baby food, sauces and dips with very few lumps left behind. A

work is done all accessories can be popped into a dishwasher and a plastic box

safety lock-in lid and non-slip feet are handily provided while the stainless-steel

is provided to keep all the bits and bobs together. At a pretty heavy 4.5kg, this

blade is removable and detachable parts can be simply rinsed in the sink for

machine will likely need to live on your countertop rather than be hauled in and out

quick and easy cleaning or the bowl can be popped into the dishwasher.

of a press.
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Slicing

Pureeing

Mixing			

Blending soup

Smoothies			

Ease of use

Cleaning


5. Ninja BN650UK €120 (Food processor)

6. Ninja BN800UK €180 (Food processor)

The Choice Buy Ninja BN650UK is a high-performing and clever food processor that

The Choice Buy Ninja BN800UK is an extremely versatile appliance that covers most

will make all manner of food preparation a breeze. The clearly labelled controls are

food preparation tasks and performs them to a high standard. The manufacturer touts

intuitive to use, with manual settings including high and low speeds as well as a pulse

this Ninja model as a three-in-one machine combining a food processor, multi-serve

function. Alternatively, you can use the manufacturer’s four ‘Auto-iQ’ programmes for

blender and personal blender and, to cater to its different identities, a 1.8 litre food

chopping, slicing, pureeing and mixing that will automatically activate the optimum

processing bowl, a 2.1 litre blending jug and a 700ml single-serve cup are supplied. The

pulse, pause and processing patterns for perfect results at the touch of a button. The

range of supplied accessories also include a reversible slicing/grating disc, a chopping

processing bowl holds a generous 2.1 litres and other supplied accessories include a

blade, dough blade and stacked blade assembly, but no whisk attachment for whipping

feed chute for adding ingredients, a metal chopping blade, a metal disc for slicing and

up the odd meringue. Operation is nicely quiet and very straightforward with well-

grating and a plastic blade for mixing and kneading. For savoury dishes, this Ninja

labelled touch-button controls, including four manual settings - low, medium, high, and

model delivers excellent slicing, grating and pureeing, and its chopping credentials

pulse - and five pre-set ‘Auto-iQ’ programmes titled blend, max blend, chop, puree and

are also pretty decent, though there were some uneven results with nuts and herbs.

mix. This machine excels at making frothy smoothies and silky soups; its mixing and

You will also be able to use this machine to blend silky smooth soups and keen bakers

kneading capabilities are first rate; and it will evenly slice, grate and chop all food types

will appreciate the top-notch mixing and kneading, though there are no whisking or

with only very hard ingredients like nuts presenting a challenge. Weighing in at over 4kg,

whipping functions on offer. This food processor works away very quietly and it is a

this appliance will likely remain in situ on your counter, but with a base measuring just

doddle to clean as all accessories can be popped into the dishwasher when the job

26cm by 19cm it won’t dominate your worktop, though you will need to find a place to

is done.

store the multiple accessories.

Mixing

Kneading

Whisking

Ease of use

Cleaning


Mixing

Kneading

Whisking

Ease of use

Cleaning


7. Smeg SMF02BLUK €500 (Stand mixer)

8. Kenwood KMX750AR €430 (Stand mixer)

For those willing to splash out on their baking equipment, the Choice Buy

The Choice Buy Kenwood KMX750AR is a stand mixer that combines high

Smeg SMF02BLUK delivers high performance while making a stylish statement on

performance with an appealing retro look in a choice of colours including red,

your countertop. Given that this machine weighs a hefty 8.9kg, you may want to

black and cream. Very similar to the popular Kenwood kMix KMX754, which is

avoid hauling it in and out of presses and instead let it live on your worktop, where

a previous Choice Buy, the KMX750 differs slightly in that it comes with a lighter

you can enjoy its retro 1950s styling in a choice of colours, including red, cream

aluminium-coated bowl instead of a glass bowl but with the same generous capacity

and black. Various food preparation tasks are covered with accessories including

of 5 litres. There are six speed settings to choose from plus a ‘fold’ setting for a gentle

a flat beater, a wire whisk and a dough hook used in conjunction with a 4.8 litre

mixing action and the supplied attachments include a whisk, K-beater and dough

bowl. The head of the machine tilts to allow you to add in ingredients, while a

hook for tackling a range of kitchen tasks. Mixing, kneading and whisking are all

smooth-start function minimises flour clouds and other spills as the mixing

done to a high standard, with impressive results achieved. Testers found the plastic

begins. The manufacturer touts the machine’s planetary rotation as achieving

splashguard a little tricky to attach but it does a good job of protecting your kitchen

perfectly even results and testers were impressed with the cake batter mixed

from splatters. This Kenwood model is very quiet as it works and when you are

using the beater attachment. Whisking was also very successful in tests, and all

finished, all detachable parts can be popped into the dishwasher for easy cleaning,

attachments can be fitted and removed easily and popped into the dishwasher

though the exterior of the machine has a few dirt-trapping nooks and crannies that

afterwards for ease of cleaning. Ten speed settings are on offer via a lever on the

may be harder to keep grime free. Kenwood also offers its stylish KMX760 metallic

top of the machine, allowing for precise control, and operation is both intuitive and

range that comes with all the same great attributes and performance standards as

exceptionally quiet.

the KMX750.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Tablet PCs

Tablet PCs

Consumer Choice highlights eight Choice
Buys at the top end of the market in price as
well as performance, but a great tablet for
your needs does not have to cost a fortune.
Many of us became more dependent
than ever on technology in the last year
and a half, with remote working, home
schooling and virtual socialising all relying
on a mixture of desktop computers,
laptops and tablet pcs. Family members
were often all working at the same time
each on a different device, and tablets
in particular may have come in handy
for children viewing online lessons,
participating in dance or exercise
classes, playing games with or without
an educational focus or simply enjoying
some additional screen time.
		
Having enjoyed massive
popularity in their early days, tablets
have had to counter stiff competition in
recent years, not least from smartphones
that have grown in size to enter ‘phablet’
territory. There are now smartphone
screens on the market that measure 6.9
inches diagonally, matching the display
dimensions of the smallest tablet in our
current test, and arguably diminishing
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the overall appeal of smaller tablets,
which typically have screens measuring
7 inches to 8 inches. The tablet market
has also suffered from a lack of urgency
among consumers to update their devices
with the regularity that they swap their
smartphones for the latest model,
though the turnover in the smartphone
category is to some extent driven by
two-year contracts and the upgrading
policies of service providers. The
advances in features and specifications
in tablets have been less compelling for
consumers, who seem happy to stick with
older models for longer with little fear
of missing out by not owning the latest
device. In addition, despite their inherent
portability, tablets generally tend to
stay at home and often avoid the roughand-tumble experience of smartphones,
which travel everywhere with their
owners and are prone to falls, dunkings
and other shocks to the system. Thus,
tablets - which often make it no farther

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• 22 tablets on test
• Tablets for children
• Eight Choice Buys

than the sofa where they facilitate some
unchallenging web browsing, social media
messaging, and TV streaming - may not
need to be replaced as frequently due to
mis-use, careless handling or accidentprone users.
		
One bright spot in the tablet
category, however, has been newer
devices that move away from delivering
mere light entertainment and that can be
put to work via the addition of detachable
keyboards. These two-in-one devices
incorporate increasingly powerful
processors that can provide speed and
performance levels akin to a laptop
when work needs to be done but that
can then revert to the convenience and
versatility of a touchscreen tablet by
simply removing the keyboard. These
multitasking devices have gained
increasing popularity, though they do
come with some compromises. When
used as a laptop, they can be a little too
compact and can sometimes feel a bit
November 2021

unstable. Meanwhile, with larger screen
sizes often measuring 11 to 13 inches
and rivalling the display sizes of actual
laptops, when used as a tablet, these
devices will not be light enough to hold
for long periods or with one hand and will
likely need to be propped up on a desk
or your lap. Often, two-in-one tablets,
with their high-end specifications, are
expensive to buy in the first place and
the keyboard is an optional extra that will
further push up the purchase price and
without which you will not be able to really
make full use of the device’s capabilities.
		
In our current batch, 22 tablets
from all price points were put to the test,
with most of our Choice Buys coming
from the larger and pricier end of the
market. Although many smaller tablets
in our current batch score pretty well,
there is only one Choice Buy among them.
However, you may well find that one of
the other very decent and lower-cost
devices could suit your needs perfectly,
particularly if it is intended for use by
younger members of the household. Our
tests look at all the major factors that go
into making a great device - from dazzling
screen quality and speedy performance
to seamless ease of use and impressive
battery life. For the test results for all
tablet models in our current batch, see
our table below.

very bottom of the market, as these
can be frustrating to use, with sluggish
performance when web browsing,
irritating lags and delays when loading
and using apps, unsatisfactory screen
quality and inadequate battery life.
However, as you can see from our table
below, many tablets currently available,
especially in the mid-range of prices,
perform very well without breaking the
bank. Although these lower-priced
tablets will not match the lightning speed
of top-of-the-range models, most will
do a very decent job of web browsing,
with little lagging, and you will be able to
run most regular apps without difficulty.
Screen quality is a key factor for video
viewing and display resolution can also
have an impact on how comfortable the
tablet is to use as an e-reader. Almost
all of our larger tablets on test were
rated highly for their screen quality and
none, big or small, fell below an average
rating. The quality of the built-in camera
can vary greatly at the lower end of the
market, however, so you may end up with
grainy video calls or poor-quality photos.
Moreover, users who want to play the
latest graphics-heavy games or access
power-hungry apps for advanced tasks,
such as video editing, will likely need to
look at the higher-priced, higher-spec
devices.

Tablets for children

Choosing a tablet
All of our eight Choice Buys are at the
top end of the market in price as well
as performance, but a great tablet for
your needs does not have to cost a
fortune. If you want a tablet for casual
use and relatively basic tasks, the
advanced capabilities of a high-priced
tablet will not be what you require and
could represent something of a waste of
money. Moreover, if you want to be able
to bring your device out and about - on
the daily commute, say, or on a beach
holiday - then you will be better off opting
for a cheaper device that will not put you
at such a large financial loss if it gets
damaged. Consumers should probably
avoid poorly-built cheap tablets at the
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Tablets often end up in the hands of the
youngest members of the household
and there are some particular factors to
keep in mind when choosing a tablet for a
child. Although there are devices on the
market designed specifically for children,
parents may be better off buying a lowcost regular tablet, as the performance
levels in terms of speed and battery life
are likely to be better and there will be
in-built flexibility to cater to your child’s
increasing needs and demands as they
grow. A decent but inexpensive Android
tablet, for example, will provide access
to a much greater range of apps than a
child-focused device and you will be able
to set up parental controls to ensure their
safety. Then, once the child moves on,
the parental controls can be removed and
the parents can make use of the device
themselves.
		
So, what are you looking for
in terms of making a wise choice for
your child? Given that a child’s hands
are so much smaller than those of an
adult, you will want a device that is both
lightweight and not unwieldy for them to
hold for extended periods. Essentially,
this means that you should go for a
small tablet. While a 7-inch device will

typically weigh less than 300g, some
8-inch tablets on our table weigh only
fractionally more. This is in contrast
to larger 10- to 12-inch tablets, which
typically are close to half a kilogram even
without detachable keyboards. Smaller
tablets are also very much cheaper
than their bigger equivalents, with most
devices in our current batch falling into
the €70 to €170 price range - with the
singular exception of our top Choice Buy,
the high-end Apple iPad Mini 2021, which
comes at a comparatively astronomical
cost of €569.
		
A device in the possession of
a child is likely to receive some rough
handling or inadvertent tumbles and falls,
and so, for harmony in the home, it is
best if the new tablet can be paired with
a robust protective case. A proprietary
case that fits snugly around the device
will protect it better from knocks and
drops than a generic folio case where the
tablet is held in place just by a few elastic
straps. It is also handy if the new tablet
is compatible with other chargers in the
home, such as for a parent’s smartphone
or other devices, so if the supplied
charger goes missing, there will be other
options for recharging the device.
		
Most tablets in our current
batch and, indeed, on the market, are
Android devices and these will typically
allow access to the Google Play Store
where a vast variety of Android apps
are on offer. One that may be useful
for parents is the Google Family Link
app, which lets you set rules around
screen time and the amount of time
using specific apps as well as blocking
transactions to avoid any unauthorised or
unintentional spending. In addition, you
will be able to set up parental controls
on all devices, whether they are Android,
Amazon or Apple tablets. There is no
substitute, however, for adult supervision
and keeping an eye on your child as they
use a tablet to ensure their safety and
that no age-inappropriate content filters
through.
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1. Apple iPad Pro 2021 12.9-inch €1,130

2. Apple iPad Pro 2020 11-inch €909

Both big and beautiful, the Choice Buy Apple iPad Pro 2021 12.9-inch is a
stunning and super-speedy tablet for those who can handle the size and
price. Measuring almost 13 inches diagonally, this is the largest tablet
around and the 2732 x 2048 resolution display is dazzling, showing off 4K
content in all its glory and supporting HDR to enhance contrast. Brilliantly
bright, the screen copes effortlessly in all lighting conditions and the
viewing angle is excellent, so multiple people can watch at once. Audio is
also great via the top-notch in-built speakers, though you may need to be
careful not to cover them and mute the sound when holding this device. The
touchscreen is superbly responsive and under the hood is a powerful M1
processor and 8GB of RAM, all making for ultra-swift loading times for apps,
web pages and high-definition video content. The sizeable battery can
deliver 15 hours’ worth of video viewing or 11 hours of web browsing before
requiring a recharge. The tested model offers 128GB of storage, of which
113.5GB is available for users and there is no SD-card slot to expand the
memory, though other versions of the iPad Pro provide 256GB, 512GB, 1TB
and even 2TB storage options, all of which will push up the already very hefty
purchase price.

The Choice Buy Apple iPad Pro 2020 11-inch is a smooth operator, making
both work and play a pleasure. Although smaller than the 12.9 version
and weighing a not-to-heavy 468g, the 11-inch iPad Pro is still more for
propping up on a desk or lounging on the couch than using on a commute but,
wherever you are, you will be impressed by the stunning screen. With 2388
x 1668 resolution, the colours are superbly vibrant and the manufacturer’s
anti-reflective coating aids viewing in all lighting conditions. The gorgeous
display is matched by great audio quality though you will need to watch where
you put your hands to avoid covering the speakers. The 2020 version of the
manufacturer’s top-of-the-range series, this device has an A12z processor
and 6GB of RAM that keep operation wonderfully swift and seamless, helped
by the screen’s high-refresh rate thanks to Apple’s ProMotion feature.
Battery life is great if you are viewing video, delivering over 13.5 hours,
whereas you will only get nine hours of web browsing. The tested model has
128GB of storage built in, of which almost 116GB is available to the user and,
with no memory card slot, you won’t be able to expand it. The 256GB version
of this tablet is currently priced at €1,080 for those who need additional
memory.

3. Apple iPad 2021 (9th Gen) €399

4. Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 €599

The newly released version of the original iPad, the Choice Buy Apple iPad
2021 is less than half the price of its more advanced siblings but nonetheless
puts in an impressive performance and delivers the excellent user experience
that you might expect. The 10.2 inch display is beautifully vivid and bright,
with sharp clear text, and despite some reflection issues, the screen holds up
well in strong sunlight. Under the hood is Apple’s A13 chip, backed by 3GB of
RAM. Although the other Choice Buy iPads have faster processors, this device
will still deliver very speedy operation, loading apps swiftly and switching
between them effortlessly, with a very responsive touchscreen adding to
the overall seamless performance. Audio quality via the built-in speakers is
reasonably good, with the sound produced generally bright and clear, though
testers found speech quality a little thin. Battery life is another strongpoint,
with 11 hours of web browsing and 14 hours of video watching on offer on a full
charge. The tested version provides 64GB of built-in storage, of which 49.5GB
is available for users after the pre-installed apps and operating system are
taken into account. With no memory card slot on iPads, those looking for more
storage can seek out the 256GB version of the device, priced at €569.

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 is a high-end tablet that delivers
impressive performance across the board. Measuring 11 inches diagonally,
there is ample space to admire the 1600 x 2560 resolution screen, which is
beautifully bright with vibrant colours and great readability. Listening is also a
pleasure via the excellent integrated speakers and the rear camera in particular
does a good job of taking detailed, colourful photos. All-important processing
speed is swift and seamless, so that apps will open almost immediately,
multitaskers can switch between apps instantly, and high-end games can run
smoothly at maximum graphical settings. The manufacturer’s S-Pen stylus
is supplied, which can be handy for taking notes on the screen or drawing
and sketching in various apps. To make the most of this tablet’s considerable
potential as a replacement for your laptop, you will need to buy the keyboard
cover separately for €199, pushing up the purchase price significantly. Families
will appreciate the ability to set up multiple user accounts and the 128GB of
onboard storage can be expanded via the micro-SD card slot. Battery life is very
decent, with a full charge delivering almost 11.5 hours of video viewing and 13
hours of web browsing, while a brief 30-minute charge will yield 2.5 hours of use.
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5. Microsoft Surface Pro 7 €949

6. Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e €449

The Choice Buy Microsoft Surface Pro 7 is a fantastic tablet that can
double as a laptop to allow you to get plenty of work done. The large screen
measures 12.3 inches diagonally, providing ample space for enjoying the
bright and vibrant 1824 x 2736 resolution display, and the integrated speakers
deliver excellent audio to complete the viewing experience. This device
comes with a choice of an Intel Core i3, i5 or i7 processor, with the pricier
higher-spec versions better suited to heavy multi-taskers or those looking
to edit video or photos. Overall processing speed is impressive across the
board, however, with web pages, programmes and apps all opening instantly.
Running Windows 10, using the Surface Pro 7 has a similar feel to working on
a laptop, though to really get stuck in you will need to buy the compatible type
cover, which acts as a case, touchpad and keyboard and is priced at €110.
Another handy extra is the Surface Pen stylus, priced at €99, for drawing
and sketching. Battery life for such a large, hardworking device is decent,
with testers measuring 11 hours of video playback, though only six hours of
web browsing on a full charge. It is fast to power up, however, with a quick
half-hour top-up charging it up to nearly 50%.

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e delivers great screen quality, speedy
processing and long battery life, making it a super all-rounder. The 10.5-inch
screen has a squarer shape than most laptops, which can make reading
easier, though wider screens are generally better for viewing TV shows and
films. Nonetheless, the 2560 x 1600 resolution display is beautifully sharp with
bright and vivid colours and this is matched by very good audio quality via the
in-built speakers. With a slimline design and very light weight at just 400g, this
solidly built tablet is highly portable and could work well on the commute. The
touchscreen is nicely responsive and everything zooms along smoothly and
speedily even when playing the latest graphics-heavy games. There is 64GB of
onboard storage, of which 47GB is available to users, and this can be expanded
up to a generous 512GB via the micro-SD card slot. Families will appreciate the
ability to create multiple user accounts for various members of the household
and parental controls can be put in place. Testers measured almost 14 hours
of battery life on a full charge for video playback and around nine hours for web
browsing. Those on a budget looking for a similar experience for less might like to
consider the Samsung Galaxy Tab A, priced at €249.

7. Samsung Galaxy Tab S7+ €770

16. Apple iPad Mini 2021 €569

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Tab S7+ is a generously sized tablet that
is bigger than some laptops and just as productive. Sporting 1752 x 2800
resolution, the 12.4-inch display is a delight to view, with sharp clear text and
photo and video that is rich in detail. Audio quality more than matches screen
quality thanks to the excellent integrated speakers. Processing speeds are
super-fast, ensuring that apps open instantly and no lag for those switching
between programmes. The supplied S-Pen stylus comes in handy for writing,
drawing and sketching on the screen and the built-in cameras do a good job
of producing colourful still photos, though testers were less impressed with
video footage and particularly the auto-focus function. The large dimensions
of the Galaxy Tab 7+ add to its weight and make it unwieldy to hold onehanded, so it is better suited for use on a desk or lap and to get the most from
this device, you will likely need to add the compatible keyboard case, which
doubles as a stand and pushes up the purchase price by a further €199. The
128GB of storage can be expanded via the micro-SD card slot and the battery
will last 11.5 hours if you are surfing the web but only eight hours if you are
watching videos.

Extremely pricey for a small tablet, the Choice Buy Apple iPad Mini 2021 is a
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powerful device that delivers superb performance in a compact, lightweight
package. The only Choice Buy small tablet in the current batch, the latest iPad Mini
weighs less than 300g and the eight-inch screen is a real pleasure to look at, with a
2266 x 1488 resolution display that is beautifully detailed, bright and crisp showing
off videos and games to their full advantage. Readability is great in all lighting
conditions though you may find a few reflection issues. Although the audio quality
is not quite as impressive, the in-built speakers nonetheless do a very good job,
especially with music tracks. Apple has powered this machine with its A15 chip and
4GB of RAM, making for super-swift processing and seamless operation on even
demanding apps and games. Combined with a highly responsive touchscreen, the
high-performance processor ensures that loading and switching between apps is
almost instantaneous. This tablet’s cameras are surprisingly good, while battery life
is very decent with 12 hours of video playback and around 10.5 hours of web browsing
delivered on a full charge. Moreover, a brief 30-minute charge yields a very healthy
4.5 hours of battery power. The 64GB of onboard storage cannot be expanded but
you can seek out a 256GB version of this device, priced at €739.
November 2021

MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

TEST PERFORMANCE

Claimed
memory storage (GB)

Available
memory
storage (GB)

Other
memory
storage
options

Screen size
(inches)

Weight (kg)

Screen resolution

Operating
system

General
performance
(10%)

Screen quality (15%)

SCORE
Ease of use (25%)

Specific tasks
(25%)

Battery life (15%)

Device overview (10%)

Back-up security
(0%)

%

Bigger than 9 inches

1

Apple iPad Pro 2021 12.9-inch

1,130

128

113.5

256GB, 512GB,
1TB, 2TB

12.9

0.686

2732x2048

iOS 14.5.1















85

2

Apple iPad Pro 2020 11-inch

909

128

115.8

256GB, 512GB,
1TB

11

0.468

2388x1668

iOS 13.4















83

3

Apple iPad 2021 (9th Gen)

399

64

49.5

256GB

10.2

0.481

2160x1620

iOS 15.0















83

4

Samsung Galaxy Tab S7

599

128

99.4

256GB

11

0.500

1600x2560

Android 10















82

5

Microsoft Surface Pro 7

949

128

82.77

256GB, 512GB,
1TB

12.3

0.774

1824x2736

Windows 10
Home 2004















79

6

Samsung Galaxy Tab S5e

449

64

47.1

128GB

10.5

0.400

2560x1600

Android 10















79

7

Samsung Galaxy Tab S7+

770

128

101.3

256GB

12.4

0.567

1752x2800

Android 10















79

8

Apple iPad Air 2019 (3rd Gen)

680

64

51.69

256GB

10.5

0.455

2224x1668

iOS 13.3.1















76

9

Lenovo TAB P11

349

128

106.2

64GB

10.9

0.490

1200x2000

Android 10















74

10

Samsung Galaxy Tab A 2019

249

32

23.1

64GB

10.1

0.460

1200x1920

Android 10















73

11

Huawei MatePad Pro

539

128

114.23

10.8

0.461

1600x2560

Android 10















72

12

Lenovo Yoga Smart Tab

319

64

50.82

10

0.541

1200x1920

Android 9















71

13

Lenovo Tab M10

149

32

21.53

10.1

0.479

1200x1920

Android 9















70

14

Lenovo Tab M10 FHD Plus (2nd Gen)

160

32

20.64

64GB

10.3

0.437

1200x1920

Android 10















69

15

Huawei MatePad T 10s

179

32

22.64

64GB

10.1

0.436

1200x1920

Android 10















66

256GB

8.3

0.293

2266x1488

iOS 15.0















85

8.7

0.367

1340x800

Android 11















71

8

0.347

1280x800

Fire OS 7.3.1.4















70

32GB

9 inches and smaller

16

Apple iPad Mini 2021

569

64

49.5

17

Samsung Galaxy Tab A7 Lite

170

32

17.92

18

Amazon Fire HD 8

110

32

25.21

19

Amazon Fire HD 8 Plus

130

32

25.22

8

0.351

1280x800

Fire OS 7.3.1.4















70

20 Lenovo Smart TAB M8

150

32

19.16

8

0.311

1280x800

Android 10















70

21

Huawei Matepad T8

109

16

9.22

8

0.303

1280x800

Android 10















69

22

Lenovo Tab M7

70

16

11.33

6.9

0.233

1024x600

Android 9















57
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USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around. Prices are provided for the wi-fi
only version and may vary depending on
the amount of onboard storage provided.
Claimed memory storage: The memory size
in GB of the tablet version tested.
Available memory storage: The measured
amount of internal storage available to
users taking into account the space used
by the operating system and preinstalled
apps.
Screen size: Measured diagonally in
inches.
Weight: The weight of the device in
grams without including any detachable
keyboards.
Operating system: The operating system
that comes on the tested device. This can
often be upgraded to a newer version as it
becomes available.
TEST PERFORMANCE
General performance: Includes the results
of benchmark tests to gauge how quickly
data is moved around the system as
well as ratings for the start-up time, the
speed of switching between apps and the
tablet’s performance when copying files.
Screen quality: Includes ratings for the
ease of setting up the watch and everyday
operation, the build quality, the usability
of the fitness features and apps and the
quality of the visual display or screen.
Ease of use: Includes ratings for the ease
of setting up and using the function
buttons, connecting to wi-fi or a 3G/4G
network and transferring files, as
well as the speed and accuracy of the
touchscreen, the convenience of the
physical and virtual keyboards, and the
quality of the automatic screen rotation.
Specific tasks: Includes ratings for the
video call function, watching videos,
listening to music, taking still photos,
making videos, the email function, surfing
the web and ebook capabilities.
Battery life: Includes ratings for the length
of time a fully charged battery lasts when
playing video or web browsing using wi-fi
or 3G/4G connections and the battery life
gained after charging the device for just
30 minutes.
Device overview: Includes ratings for the
construction quality of the tablet, the
connections available, the measured size
of internal storage and the portability of
the device.
Backup – security: Includes ratings for the
ease of making a backup and resetting the
tablet, the quality and range of security
features, and the convenience of creating
multiple user accounts.
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